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Slave market In New York, at foot of Wall Street,
syiiiboHzecl process by wliich blacks were reduced to
sliivcry in colonial America. Blacks, reds and whites
were reduced to bondage in New York. Bond.s of soli-
darity between oppressed groups led to several revolts.
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THE MAKING OF BLACK AMERICA PART

THE ROAD
NOT TAKEN

Colonies turn fateful fork by systematically dividing races
By Lerone Bennett Jr.

A NATION is an amalgam of critical decisions made at crucial forks
in the road.

A nation is a choice: it chooses itself at fateful forks in the road by
turning left or right, by giving up something or taking something-and
in the giving up and the taking, in the deciding and not deciding, the
nation becomes. And ever afterwards, the people and the nation are
defined by the fork and the deeision that was made there, as well as the
decision that was not made there. For the decision, once made, en-
graves itself into the landscape, engraves itself into things, into institu-
tions, nerves, muscles, tendons; and the first decision requires a second
decision and the second decision requires a third, and it goes on and on
until one day the people wake up and discover that they arc mad and
c-orrupt and divided, and that they have built war and hate and blood
into the very air they breathe.

America became America that way.
Stt p by step, fork by fork, option by option, America, or, to be more

predse, the men who spoke in the name of America, decided that it
was going to be a white place defined negatively by the blood and the
bodies of the reds and the blacks. And that deeision. which was made in
the 1660s and elaborated over a 200-year period, foreclosed certain
possibilities in Ameriea, perhaps forever, and set oif depth charges
that are still echoing and re-echoing in the Commonwealth. What
makes this all the more mournful is that it didn't have to happen that
way. There was another road-but that road wasn't taken. In the begin-
ning, as we have seen (see EBONY, June, 1969 and November, 1969),
there was no race problem in America. The race problem in America
teas a deliberate invention of men who systematicaUy .separated blacks
and whites- and reds- in order to make money.

h ail began a long time ago in a world men now living find it difficult
to visualize or verbalize. Back there, before Jim Crow, before the inven-
tion of the Negro or the white man or the words and concepts to de-
scribe them, the coIoniiU population consisted of a great mass of white
and black bondsmen (indentured servants and slaves) who occupied
roughly the same eeonomic category and were treated with equal
contempt by the lords of the plantations and legislatures. Remarkably
unconcerned about their color, these people worked together, played
together, mingled, mated, and married. They had essentially the same
interests, tiie same aspirations, and the same grievances. They conspired
togetJier, they ran away together, and they fought against their com-
mon enemy-the big planter apparatus and a social system which
legalized terror against black, white and red bondsmen.

No one says and no one believes that there was a Garden of Kden in
colonial Ameriea. But there is plenty of evidence to indicate that there
were bonds of solidarity between the first generation of blacks and
whites. And the evidence, as we shall see, indicates that it proved very
difficult to teach white people to worship their skins.

All this began to change dra.stically in the middle of the 17th een-
tury. This was the first great fork in the making of Afro-America. And
it was at this fork that certain men decided to push one segment of the
working class (the blacks) down into the mire of slavery. (As the

blacks were pushed to the bottom, the whites were pulled up a noteh
or two. It is literally true that poor whites rose in America on the
backs of blacks. )

Having made that first decision, colonial leaders had to make another
decision, for neither the masters nor the servants had been prepared
for the new script of roles in the statutes.Naturc does not create mas-
ters or slaves, it does not create Negroes or whites. In order to make
masters and slaves, in order to teach men to stay away from certain men
and certain women, it is neoSssary to whip them, to maim them, to kill
them-it is necessary to separate them by rivers of blood. But terror
alone is not enough. One must condition tlic mind and the eye and
the emotions. And the conditioning of one generation must be re-
peated in the next generation and on and on ad infinitum. The men
who ran colonial America did not shrink from the cruel exigencies of
this policy.. Moving swiftly and ruthlessly, they began in the middle
of the 17th eentury to separate blacks and whites and to create a race
problem in Ameriea.

For reasons that are not readily apparent, there is no full-length
treatment of this process. Most historians shy away from the subject
by positing a natural or eultural bias in the breasts of the European
immigrants. But the traditional view fails to explain why this natural
or cultural bias manifested itself in one way in 1619 and another way
in 1819 or why it developed in one way in Maryland, another way in
Massachusetts, and a third way in Brazil. Nor is it possible, from the
traditional standpoint, to explain \\'hy the laws against blacks became
progressively worse and differed significantly in different demographic
and economic situations. From time to time, some historians inadvert-
ently blurt out the tnith. But they immediately back away in horror
from their own conclu.sions. Stanley Elkins, for example, who has ad-
vanced a highly dubious theory of slavery, says flatly: ". . . the interests
of white servants and black were systematically driven apart " Oscar
and Mary F. Handlin say: "Furthermore the emerging difference in
treatment was calculated to create a real division of interest between
Negroes on the one hand and whites on the other."

It has also been said that blacks and whites were separated because
:bl^Ics were blacks and whites were whites. But the evidence shows
that blacks and whites had to be taught the uses and the meaning of
sJan color. This is not to deny "differences" in color and hair formation,
etc. It is only to say that perceptions had to be organized to recognize
the differences and that men had to be organized to take advantage
of them. The differences were not the causes of racism; men seized
on the differences and interpreted them to the disadvantage of blacks
in order to create racism. These men exploited the differences, they
created other differences and preserved them by force and violence
in order to create racism. The differences, in other words, were ra-
tionalizations and excuses, not the causes of racism. Once established,
however, the ideology of rationalizations and excuses assumed a ealami-
tous autonomy which influenced the interests from which they derived.

In the beginning, in other words, was the deed. The rationale came
later. Gunnar Myrda! writes: "The historical literature of this early
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THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
poriod . . . records that the imported Negroes-and the captured
Indians-originally were kept in much the same status as the white
indentured servants. When later the Negroes gradually were pushed
down into chattel slavery while the white servants were allowed to
work off their board, the need was felt . . . for some kind of justifica-
tion above mere economic expediency and the might of the strong.
The arguments called forth by this need . . . were broadly these: that
the Negro was a heathen and a barbarian, an outcast among the peo-
ples of the earth, a descendant of Noah's son Ham, cursed by God
himself and doomed to be a servant forever on account of an ancient
sin." As this theory worked its way into the blood stream of the
colonists, it became wrong to treat blacks right and right to treat them
wrong.

AViio was responsible for this policy?
The white Founding Fathers. The Byrds, the Mathers, the Win-

throps, the Jeffersons, the Washingtons. The eolonial governing elasses,
tlie heroes of all the Fourths of July: they divided blacks and whites,
tliĉ y sowed the seeds of division and hate and blood. In an attempt
to evade the implications of this fact, some men blame "the English"
or "eolonial public opinion." But colonial publie opinion was the public
opinion of the colonial aristocracy. As T. J. Wertenbaker, Philip A.
Biiiee, James Hugo Johnson and seores of other scholars have pointed
out. the colonies were nm by a closed set of men who monopolized
political, ecclesiastical, and economic power and manipulated and c-on-
trolled the masses. It is important also to note that many of the big
planters had a vested interest in the exploitation of reds, blacks, and
whites. Men like Robert Beverly, William Byrd, and George Washing-
ton held black and white servants and speculated heavily in the Indian
skin trade. It was these men and their allies who redueed the vul-
nerable and powerless black servants to slavery and enacted legisla-
tion which committed every white person and every white institution
to support of the new order. It was these men and their allies who
used every method of persuasion, including terror, to make blacks and
whites toe the new line.

What was their motivation?
Was it fear, greed, snobbery?
It was all of these, especially greed. The men who ran the colonies

needed labor, cheap labor. They were willing to do anything, they
were willing to steal, to rob, to kill in order to get cheap labor and to
keep it freely exploitable. The elimate of the early colonies was not
favorable for the new policy. The mingling of blacks and whites en-
dangered not only the newly emerging slave system but also the ex-
ploitation of Indians and whites. There was particular concern that
tlie free and easy camaraderie of the blacks and whites would topple
the economic order. For in order for black slavery and red expropria-
tion to work, it was neeessary to keep blaeks black, whites white and
reds red. This concern can be traced with precision in the area of
intermarriage and interracial sex. From the last quarter of the 17th
century to the end of the 18th century, colonial policy-makers legislated
hysterically against interracial dating. It required more than a century
of legislation and terror to drive this practice underground. In the
process, white women were whipped, enslaved and banished to keep
them from marrying black men. Lorenzo J. Greene writes: "The in-
creasing number of mulattoes, through intermarriage and illicit rela-
tionships, soon caused alarm among Puritan advoc-ates of racial purity
and white domination. Sensing a deterioration of slavery, if the bar-
riers between master and slaves were dissolved in the equalitarian
crucible of sexual intimacy, they sought to stop racial crossing by
statute." One notes with interest that in this matter, as in so many
others, it was necessary to teach masters the value of whiteness. Under
the ground rules of the time, a master could virtually enslave a white
woman who married a black man. Not only that: he could hold in
extended servitude all the issue of such a marriage. Under these con-
ditions, Puritan greed triumphed over Puritan morals, and many mas-
ters encouraged or forced white women to marry black men. Thomas
Branagan, reporting from Philadelphia after the Revolution, said:
"Many respectable citizens who are reduced in temporarities; on their
decease their poor orphans are bound out in gentlemen's homes, where
the maid servants are generally white, the men servants are black, and
the employers allow the blacks as many liberties as they think proper
to take; and no distinction is made between the white girls and black
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men." It finally became neeessary in the South to pass laws to penalize
masters for forcing white women to marry black men. The Maryland
law of 1681 said: "Forasmuch as, divers free-bom Englinh, or white
women, sometimes by the instigation, procurement or connivance of
their masters, mistresses, or dames, and always to the satisfaction of
their lascivious and lustful desires, and to the disgrace not only of the
En^ijish, but also of many other Christian nations, do intermarry with
Negroes and slaves, by which means, divers inconveniences, contro-
versies, and suits may arise, touehing the issue or children of such
free-bom women aforesaid; for the prevention whereof for the future,
Be it emicted: That if the marriage of any woman-servant with any
slave shall take place by the procurement or pennission of the master,
such woman and her issue shall be free."

The separation of blacks and whites also facilitated the control of
the labor supply. Separation made it easier to isolate blacks and to
keep them down. It took poor whites a long time to figure it out. but
the new policy also made it easier to eontrol them and to keep them
down.

Needless to say, the thrust behind the drive for separation was over-
whelming. Separation paid, and was paid for. All colonies were de-
pendent on the labor of red, white, and black bondsmen. And within
a short time, slavery and the slave trade became the twin fountains
of the economic system of New England and the Southern colonies.

First generation of Afro-AmeriCiuis arrive at Janies-
towii. Va., in 1619. Evidence indicates that first blacks
occupied roughly tlie same soeio-economic position as
white indentured servants imported from Europe.

The phenomenal growth of the slave trade, the development of the
plantation system, the expanding drive agaiast Indian land, and the
new Mercantilism of the Restoration: all these factors created iron
bands of interest which compelled every colonial institution to support
the politics of division.

A second motivation for the politics of division was fear of a united
front among Indians, white servants, and Afro-Americans. In the early
days of the colonies, blaeks and whites ran away together and revolted
together. Many blaeks and whites settled on Indian reservations. As
a re.sult, the governing classes lived in constant fear of a rebellious
union among the blaek. white, and red oppressed. In order to prevent
the oppressed from making common cause against the masters, in order
to preserve public safety and domestic tranquility, the leading groups
made it a matter of public policy to destroy the solidarity of the labor-
ers. They systematically sowed seeds of dissension, and they passed laws
requiring different groups to keep to themselves. This, of course, was
an ancient technique. A ruling class confronted by several subordinate
groups usually plays them off against each other. Conditions in the
colonies facilitated this policy and the masters controlled all groups
by keeping them fighting. Indians were offered bounties for betraying
black runaways; blacks were given minor rewards for fighting Indians;
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Campaign of terror separated black and white bonds-
men. Marks of piinisliinent on back of servant indi-
cate severity of campaign. Blacks and wliitcs were
whipped, maimed and killed by colonial leaders.

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
and poor whites were used as fodder in the disciplining of both reds
and blaeks.

A corollaiy of this strategy was the creation of a common white
front. The big planters needed the silence or support of the poor
\\-hites. And they manipulated symbols and sanctions in such a way
as to persuade poor whites to identify with their masters instead of
with their fellow workers. As the number of blaeks inereased and as
Indian iiiilitaney rose, colonial leaders adopted a desperate seheme
of building up the poor whites as a buffer class. In some colonies,
"Deficiency acts" were passed which required each planter to employ
a certain number of whites as a potential defense against the blacks.
Other laws provided bounties for encouraging white immigration. A
1698 law of South Carolina offered the captains of ships 13 pounds
for each white servant brought to the colony. The act also required
each owner of six blacks to buy one white. This act and others of
like tone said frankly that poor whites were needed not only for labor
but also for protection. In 1711, a South Carolina governor asked the
House of Assembly to import whites at public expense. He went
on to say that the House should eonsider "the legal quantities of
Negroes that are daily brought into this Covemt, and the small
number of whites that eomes amongst us, and how many are lately
dead, or gone off. How insolent and mischievous the Negroes are
become, and to consider the Negro Act dotli not reach up to some of
the crimes they have lately been guilty of."

As this act indicates, poor whites were deliberately used to insure
the soeial system against black rebellion. In the words of author Abbot
Emerson Smith, they were viewed as a "defense against the Negro
menace." A Soutli Carolina act was passed "for the better securing
of this province from Negro insurrections & encouraging of poor people
by employing them in the Plantations."

Poor wliites were used in the slave patrols, and some were settled
in buffer communities on the Indian front Poor whites were also
encouraged to vent their aggression against blacks who were desig-
nated as targets for absorbing hostility against the system. This policy
was unusually successful. By the middle of the 18th century, a solid
white front was developing. It is interesting to note that eoncerted
action by blaeks and whites \ii-tually ceased with the introduction
of slavery and the politics of division. What is even more interesting is
the fact that white revolt against the system ahnost disappeared. In an
extraordinary statement, which he neither explains nor develops,
Winthrop Jordan said: "Significantly, the only rebellions by white
servants in the continental colonies came before the firm entrenchment
of slavery."

How was all this done?
It was done by the creation of a total system of domination which

penetrated every eomer of eolonial life and made use of every colonial
institution. Nothing was left to chance. The assemblies, the courts, the
ehurehes, the schools, and the press were thrown into the breach. A
massive propaganda campaign confused and demoralized the public,
and private vigilante groups supplemented an official campaign of state
terror.

It was all done deliberately, with malice aforethought. To mold the
minds of whites to the new ends, to teaeh them the new ideals and to
let them know who was to be loved and who \\ as to be despised, the
system made use of every instrument of persuasion.

As a result, in every colony, from New York to South Carolina, the
policy-makers developed substantially the same mechanisms of sepa-
ration. Beginning in the 1680s and continuing thronghout the colonial
period, the same kinds of penalties were used to keep blaeks and whites
apart, tlie same ingenious rewards were developed to make poor
whites support a system which penalized them, tlie same statutes were
elaborated to diabolify blacks. Everywhere the same special courts, the
same special codes, the same ruthless terrors \ '̂ere used. Almost every-
where, colonies passed stringent laws coneerning intermarriage and
provided special rules for the children of such unions. Almost every-
where, slave eodes eontrolled the movement, the meetings, and the
expressions of blacks. Everywhere it was necessary to create a new
white divinity and to provide by law that every white was superior to
every black. Almost everywhere whites were given poliee power over
every blaek. Almost everywhere every blaek was required to be sub-
missive to all whites. It was a crime for a blaek man to raise his hand
against a white in self defense or to contradict a white man. .\n attempt
was made everywhere to humiliate blacks and to degrade them. They
could not wear fine clothes, gold, or precious metals. They could not
carry a club or a cane or a gun.

The laws were designed to instill a sense of superiority in whites and
a sense of degradation in blaeks. They were designed to create stereo-
types and invidious images. The language used ("abominable mix-
tnre," "barbarous," "savage") was instructive. The language designated,
pointed out, authorized. It was a legal requirement, in many eases, to
read the laws at church meetings.

The laws were educative. When Virginia denied the right to vole to
free blaeks, the English government protested. Covernor William
Ceech replied:

[The] Assembly thought it necessary, not only to make the
Meetings of Slaves very penal, but to fix a perpetual Brand upon
Free Negroes and Mulattos by excluding them from that great
Privilege of a Freeman, well knowing they always did, and ever
will, adhere to and favour the Slaves. And 'tis likewise said to
have been done with design, whieh I must think a good one.

~"̂ -̂,

I I I .M]

New york judges st_']iteni.'e bUick cletriniiiiits tor a
conipliLity ill Conspiracy of 1741. In ihe 17th and
18th centurie.s, black and white bond.smen ran away to-
gether and staged mixed revolts in several counties.
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to make the free Negroes sensible that a distinetion
ought to be made between their offspring and the Descend-
ants of an Englishman, with whom they never were to be
Aeeoimted Equal. This, I confess, m;iy Seem to carry an
Air of Severity to such as are unacquainted with the Nature
of Negroes, and Pride of a manumitted Slave, who looks on
himself immediately On his Actiuiring hi.s freedom to be as
good a Man as the best of hi.s Neighbours, but especially if
he is descended of a white Father or Mother, lett them be
of what mean Condition soever; and as most of them are
the Bastards of some of the worst of our imported Servants
and Convicts, it seems no ways Impolitic, as well for dis-
couraging that kind of Copulation, as to preserve a decent
Distinction between them and their Betters, to leave this
mark on them, until time and Education has changed the
Indication of their spurious Extraction and made some
Alteration in their morals.

Did you catch the key phrases?
I ) Virginia, so we are told, passed laws in order to fix a per-

petual Brand upon blacks.
2) The passage of the law was said to have been with design

. . . to make the free Negroes sensible that a distinction ought to
be made between their children and the ehildren of Englishmen.

3) Laws were passed to break the Pride of blacks.
4) Laws were passed to preserve a decent Distinction between

blacks and whites and to leave this mark on them!
Laws were al.so passed to discipline whites, who were penalized

for expressing normal impulses. Special laws were passed to
punish whites who ran away with blacks or befriended them.
It was a crime for a white to treat blacks like human beings.
Masters were also disciplined. The individual right of the master
to free his slave was curbed and finally denied. Masters were
forbidden to teach slaves or to permit them to gather in a large
crowd. Winthrop Jordan, who says raci.sm was a natural or cul-
tural development, contradicts himself by saying that the laws
were designed to force workers and masters to treat blacks like
slaves. He writes: "While the colonial slave codes seem at first
sight to have been intended to discipline Negroes, to deny them
freedoms available to other Americans, a very slight shift in
perspective .show.s the codes in a different light: they aimed,
paradoxically, at disciplining white men. Principally, the law told
the white man, not the Negro, what he must do; the codes were
for the eyes and ears of slaveowners. . . . Members of the as-
.semblies, most of whom owned slaves, were attempting to enforce
slave-di.scipline by the only means available, by forcing owners,
individually and collectively, to exercise it."

As the years wore on, the laws increased in severity and scope.
The first laws applied only to some blacks, primarily non-Chris-
tians. But by the middle of the 18th century, the rationale sliifted
from religion to race, and attempts were made to penalize all
blacks, free and slave, Christian and non-Christian. In this same
period, legislators made repeated attempts to destroy by law
the African personality. This was in marked contrast to the ex-
periences of the first generation of blacks. The first blacks voted,
held office, and bought and sold %\ hites. But this began to change
at the tum of the century. In 1670, the Virginia Assembly de-
prived Indians and blacks of their "inalienable" right to buy white
people. Thirty-five years later, Virginia ruled that blacks could
not hold office thereafter in Virginia. In the 17th century, blacks
had voted in Virginia and se •̂eral other colonies. But a.s slavery
moved over the land, voting beeame a white preserve. Blaek
men lost the vote in South Carolina in 1701, in North Carolina
in 1715, in Virginia in 1723.

Behind the legislator and the planter stood the priest, the
teacher, and the writer. The perceptions of whites were organ-
ized and manipulated by churches and other institutions. The
churches were a part of the governing mechanism. In some cases
they were directly involved in carrying out laws relating to in-
denture and sexual irregularities. Some ministers and some
churches owned slaves. Most preachers preached division and
hate against reds and blacks. Churches x>layed a particularly
important role in identifying blacks with Ham and the Indians
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with tiie devil.

No less important was the press. The owners and writers of
many of the first American newspapers had direct or indirect
interests in slavery, and their journals were a first line of defense
in the new white doctrine. Editorials and stories accentuated the
antagonisms in the eolonies. So did the ads. Ads for Negro and
white slave bondsmen and for Negro and white runaways were
to the first American newspapers what ads for deodorant and
detergent are to the electronic media of the '70s. The Boston
News Letter, the first i^ermanent Ameriean newspaper, published
slave ads almost from the first edition.

The whole system of division and subordination rested on state
terror. In this period, sadism was institutionalized in the law
relating to blacks and whites. And this meant that it was neces-
sary to kill some whites in order to keep them white and to kill
some blacks in order to keep them down. In the North and
South, men and women were maimed, tortured and murdered
in an extraordinarily bnital campaign of mass conditioning. The
severed heads of black and white rebels were impaled on poles
along the road as warnings to the populace. Opponents of the

George Washington, slmwu lieif witli aide.s mitt
Whipple. a Mack servant, was one of many colonial
leaders who had vested interest in .stparation. Wash-
ington, il Virginian owned blatk anti wliite servants.

Status quo were starved to death in ehains and roasted slowly
over fires. Some rebels were branded; others were castrated.
This exemplary cruelty, which was carried out as a deliberate
process of mass education, was an inherent part of tbe new
system.

Despite the severity of the new order, mingling continued.
In fact, it appears that there were some demonstrations against
the new order. The minutes of the Couneil of Virginia, May 11,
1699, contain "the petition of George Ivie and others for the re-
peal of the Aet of the Assembly. Against English peoples marry-
ing with Negroes, Indians or Mnlattoes. . . ,"

These sporadic and ineffective protests were suppressed by the
old methods of the carrot and the stiek.'It beeame state poliey
to favor whites at the expense of blacks. Legislators wooed poor
whites by giving them a stake in the system. The laws became
increasingly liberal toward white servants, and special efforts
were made to accentuate the differences between blacks and*
whites. As the number of blacks inereased, the heavy labor was
shifted to slaves. At the same time, whites were employed as
overseers of the slave population. Thus was institutionalized poor
white aggression against blaeks.

Despite these minor œncessions, the emerging slave system
had a disastrous impact on the poor whites. Unable to compete
with the big planters, the poor whites retreated to the marginal,
lands in the hills, where they eked out a hand-to-mouth existence.
To the untutored mind of tbe poor whites, it seemed tbat blacks
were the eause of their misery. And so they began to hate black
people with a passion, Notiee the emphasis in the following
passage from the conservative historian T. J, Wertenbaker:
"While not destroying entirely the little farmer class, it [slavery]
exerted a baleful influenee upon it, driving many families out
of tiie colony, making the rieh man rieher, rcdueing tbe poor man
to dire poverty. Against this unfor,tunate development the Vir-



ginia yeoman was helpless. Instinctively, he miist have felt the
slave was his enemy, and the hatred and rivalry which even today
exists between the Negro and the lowest class of whites, the so-
called 'poor white trash,' dates back to the Seventeenth century."

Wertenbaker was wrong on one point: Slavery, not the slave,
was the poor white's enemy. But planters and planter apologists
mystified poor whites and fanned the flames of hate against
blacks. At the same time, colonial leaders bought the cooperation
of poor whites by throwing them crumbs from the table. For
example, they gave sympathetic attention to the petitions of poor
whites who complained that slaves and slave ailisans were tak-
ing bread out of their mouths. At the end of the seventeenth
century, white workers in New York City filed a complaint alleg-
ing that black labor had "soe much impoverisht them, that they
Carmot by their labours gett a Competency for the Maintenance
of themselves and Family's." Similar complaints came from Mas-
sachusetts, Pennsylvania and other colonies. In 1743, the South
Carolina Assembly voted that "no slaves that shall hereafter be
brought up to any mechanic trades shall be suffered to be hired
out or to work for anyother than their own masters." Confused
by these developments, poor whites soon acquired an economic
and a psychological interest in black degradation.

The impact of all this on the politieal economy of the colonies
was disastrous. The development of the slave system and the
systematic separation of blacks and whites created a race prob-
lem in America, divided the working force, made it impossible
to create a single American community and laid the foundation
for an anti-democratic, hierarchial police state taut with ten-
sions and fears.

It was against this background that the white identity in Amer-
ica was forged. American whites developed a sense of personality
and nationality in response to the presence of reds and blacks.
They were not black, they were not red, they were white. Black
and red, as Jordan has pointed out, "rapidly eame to serve as two
fixed points from which English settlers could triangulate their
own position in Ameriea; the separate meanings of Indian and
Nen.ro helped define the meaning of living in America."

What Jordan fails to mention is that this sense of identity
developed in response to the degradation of blacks. "When the
Negro slave had supplanted the indentured servant upon the
plantations of the eolony," Wertenbaker said, "a vast change took
place in the pride of the middle class. Every white man, no
matter how poor he was, no matter how degraded, eould now feel
a pride in his race. Ai-ound him on all sides were those whom
he felt to be beneath him, and this alone instilled into him a
certain self respect. Moreover, the immediate control of the
Negroes fell almost entirely into the hands of white men of

* humble means, for it was they, acting as overseers upon the large
plantations, that dii-ected their labors in the tobacco fields. This
also tended to give them an arrogance that was entirely foreign
to their nature in the 17th eentury."

It was in response to this general situation that the African
began to forge a New World personality. And this personality
was colored indelibly by the faet that blacks were deliberately
pushed out of the circle of community. They were in but not of

»colonial America. They were the colonial subjects of the colonial
subjects of England. They were not being exploited by George
111 but by Ceorge Washington.

As a result, blacks tended to look on every white as an enemy.
Nothing indicates this more clearly than the remarkable ferment
of protest which began with the imposition of slavery and con-
tinued for more than a century. In 1672, 1687, 1694, 1709, 1710,
1722, 1730, 1741, blacks conspired or staged revolts. They also
committed suieide, established maroon camps, poisoned masters
and fled to the Indians.

Years passed, and the white locusts blanketed the land, gob-
bling up the greenery of hope and aspiration. And in the wake
of tliat event a yawning chasm opened up between black and
white.

One more decision in the history of black and white had
passed, never to be called baek, never to be erased, never to be
forgotten.
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